
The validity of BSNL expanded
increase up to 425 days
Government-owned telco Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) is
giving additional validity on plan vouchers (PV)s and Special
Tariff  Vouchers  (STV)s  ahead  of  the  festive  season  for  a
promotional period.

BSNL declared the offer via Chennai circular saying that the
promotional festive offer will be available from October 17 to
November 30, 2020. Only Tech first noted the development.

Let’s have a look at the plans with expanded validity and
their benefits:

Rs 147 prepaid plan:

 This prepaid plan offer has got an expanded validity by five
days. Previously, this plan was approached with a validity of
30 days. Now, for 35 days, this plan offers unlimited free
voice calls with 250 minutes of FUP limit, unlimited free data
with less speed to 80Kbps after 3GB high-speed data per day.

This plan also includes free 100 SMS per day, PRBT, and EROS
NOW entertainment service.

Rs 247 prepaid plan: 

This prepaid plan offer has got an expanded validity of ten
days. Previously, this plan was coming with a validity of 30
days. Now, this plan offers unlimited free voice calls with
250 minutes of FUP limit, unlimited free data with shrink
speed to 80Kbps after 3GB high-speed data per day. 

This plan also includes free 100 SMS per day, PRBT, and EROS
NOW entertainment service. The validity of this plan for the
promotional period is 40 days only.
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Rs 699 prepaid plan: 

The Rs 699 plan has got an expanded validity of 20 days.
Previously  this  plan  was  giving  160-day  validity  with
unlimited  free  voice  calls  with  250  minutes  per  day  FUP,
unlimited free data with decreasing speed to 80Kbps post-
utilization of 0.5GB high-speed data per day, 100 SMS per day,
and Free PRBT for the first 60 days. Now, the plan offers the
same profit for 180 days.

Rs 1999 prepaid plan: 

The  Rs  1999  plan  is  an  annual  plan  voucher  that  gives
unlimited  voice  Local  and  STD  calls  with  250  minutes  FUP
limit, 100 SMS per day, 3GB high-speed limitless data followed
by 80Kbps post FUP speed. 

Early the validity for this plan was for 365 days, now it has
been increased by 60 days and comes for a validity of 425
days. This plan also comes with free PRBT with unlimited song
change choices, and EROS Now entertainment services for 2
months.


